A two-stage discrimination of cardiac arrhythmias using a total least squares-based prony modeling algorithm.
In this paper, we describe a new approach for the discrimination among ventricular fibrillation (VF), ventricular tachycardia (VT) and superventricular tachycardia (SVT) developed using a total least squares (TLS)-based Prony modeling algorithm. Two features, dubbed energy fractional factor (EFF) and predominant frequency (PF), are both derived from the TLS-based Prony model. In general, EFF is adopted for discriminating SVT from ventricular tachyarrhythmias (i.e., VF and VT) first, and PF is then used for further separation of VF and VT. Overall classification is achieved by performing a two-stage process to the indicators defined by EFF and PF values, respectively. Tests conducted using 91 episodes drawn from the MIT-BIH database produced optimal predictive accuracy of (SVT, VF, VT) = (95.24%, 96.00%, 97.78%). A data decimation process is also introduced in the novel method to enhance the computational efficiency, resulting in a significant reduction in the time required for generating the feature values.